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The proliferation of micro-computers in the last decade has revolutionized the

ways that we work, live, and possibly think. The purpose of this thesis is to

explore the meaning and the applications of the micro-computer technology in

city planning.

To accomplish the goal of the thesis, the research was carried out through three

channels. First, a conceptual framework was explored with which the

technology of micro-computer can best be implemented. Second, how such a

system works within this framework on the computer was demonstrated, and

thirdly, a system approach to implement the micro-computer technology was

developed.

Housing planning was used as our reference for developing the system that

serves as a guideline for implementing the micro-computer technology. A

micro-computer and software programmes like MathCAD and Extend were

used to demonstrate how this system works. The micro-computer may be

shaping up a new paradigm for planning. The use of micro-computers to do

optimizational planning, however, was ruled out. Instead, a gradual adjustment

method informed and guided by the micro-computers was proposed.
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I took a computer usage course in 19t36 when I was an undergraduate. I entered

the course with a simple belief that I might need to use computers in the future.

The course turned out to be one of the most important courses that I ever took.

Among other things, it earned me the job of a computer sales consultant on the

university campus. This job gave me full exposure to the micro-computer

technology, and demanded me to stay at the edge as the micro-computer world

quickly evolved.

At the same time, I was growing in the discipline of City planning. planning

theories, urban design studios, area characterization studies, housing issues,

urban finance, etc. were boiling in my mind, seemingly unrelated, unsettled.

Planning, then, occupied half of my world, and micro-computers took over the

other. 'when I was deciding on which of thesis topic I was going to write, I

proposed and tried a couple others, and finally I decided to address computer

application in planning as an attempt to bring the two halves of my world

together. Therefore, this thesis can be regarded as a personal project, one that is

meant to stop me from becoming a schizophrenic.

It was not until half way into the project when I realizedhow illusive a topic that

I have picked up. The difficulty is two-fold: First, there is not one dominant
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trend of planning theory to which I can make an easy reference. second, there is

not one dominant form of micro-computer technology that I can casually adopt.

The first problem is perhaps rooted in the persisting question: what is
planning? The second problem, however, is a strong sense of uncertainty with
the fast pace of change in the capability of micro_computers.

In literature review I came across terms rike 'modeling,and ,forecasting,as 
tasks

that planners do. I then started to look into modeling and forecasting in
planning. I was not prepared but I was greeted by stacks of books and journal

articles on modeling, all bearing implications to planning. Topics rike
transportation modeling, shopping modering, facility location modeling,
recreation modeling, and housing modering overwhermed me, and the

mathematical language in which they are expressed looked as if they did not
mean to be for this world. I bought some mathematical texts, rearnt the

language, and searched for the right software programme to handle them. I
tried some models on the computer. They seemed to work, and seemed to be

very informative. This is the background to chapter Five: Mathematical
Modeling in Planning.

The research process never seems to trod on a straight, crean, nicely
preconceived path. while I was working on quantitative modeling, I was sent a

brochure by a software company on products relating to computer simuration.

There is this package called Extend, and is described to be a simulation tool for
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'performance modeling for decision support.'In its demonstration copy there is

a file called city Planning. I opened it, and it was a simulation on land supply

and demand' Although the structure of the simulation is totally nonsensical

from the view of planning, it gives some hints on how simulation tools like

Extend can contribute to planning. I ordered the software, and I began digging

into texts relating to simulation.

I found that simulation is a topic well-known in the business management fleld.

There they talk about simulation in the context of system analysis and

operational research. The concept of system especially impressed me, and I
started to think about a system approach to my apprication of computer

technology in planning. This line of thinking is presented in chapter Three: An

Integrated Planning System. with some fundamental concepts sorted out, I
entered into the realm of computer simulation with Extend, and it proved to be

fascinating.

Deeper reflections always emerged along the whole process of research. I kept

asking myself what these new techniques and tools mean to planning. I recalled

Thomas s. Kuhn paradigmic theory to knowledge. I asked: Is the micro_

computer technology shaping up a new paradigm for planning? chronologically,

since this reflection happens after the exercise, it seems to be logical to discuss it
in the last chapter. However, it would only be clear in the presentation of the

illustrative study after the paradigmic theory is presented. chapter one,
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therefore, deals with the topic: The Micro-computer Technology and a New

Paradigm for Planning.
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The purpose of this thesis is to explore the possibility of a new paradigm being

created in planning as a result of the use of micro-computer in planning. Such

an exploration is undertaken through three aspects of discussions: First, the

possibility of a new paradigm for planning with the advent of the micro-

computer technology.; second, a general discussion of the use of micro-

computer in planning; and third, an example that illustrates micro-computer

usage in one specific planning task: housing demand projection.

1"n B,{CKGR.O[JN[Ð

The discussion of using computers to enhance planning process started since

computers were invented and applied to some specialized research fields in the

fifties. As early as then there were numerous concepts put forward as to how

computers could fit into the planning process, and what specific tasks to which

computers could be assigned. These concepts were further elaborated as

computer technology advanced. Throughout the sixties, full scale geographical

information system was suggested, and detailed integrated quantitative modeling
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was spelled out. It seemed as if a stage was prepared for the computer

perform, and the audience was waiting. The computer, however, failed

perform, and the interest in'computer-aided planning' dissipated.

The failure of the initial attempt to apply computers in planning can perhaps be

explained by the following factors. First, the comprehensive rational approach

to planning that dominated the profession in the sixties was too inclusive.l

Horizontally the approach was trying to take into consideration all phases of life

that bore impacts to planning, and vertically it was intending to put out results

valid throughout a substantial length of time, sometimes ten years, sometimes

twenty years. In his book contempor(rry urban planning, John M. Levy

comments2:

The laying out and studying of a number of alternatives [in the rational
?pproachl is often simply not possible as a matter of time or resources.
In many cases the planner(s) ãrrives at a very short list of alternatives
very-quickly and then focuses on the matter ofimplementation. The sort
of global look-at-everythin g-so-as-to-make-ihe-opti mum-choi ce
approach simply is not possible.

The comprehensive rational approach to planning also overwhelmed the

capability of the computers then, and it will, as the latter part of the thesis will

show, go on over-demanding from the computer technology for a long time to

come. Second, the cost of the mainframe computers, which was virtually the

I For a description of the comprehensive rational planning see "supplement: Note on
Conceptual Scheme,," Politics, Planning and the public Interest, Martin Meyerson ancl Edrvard
C. Banfield, Nerv York, 1955, p.314 and followins.

to

to

2 John M. I-evy, Contemporary Urban plannirzg. New Jersey, prentice Hall,
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only kind available in the sixties and in the early part of seventies, was very

expensive. Not many planning agencies can afford the money to acquire one. A

technology unaffordable is not an available technology. Therefore, the

discussion of applying computers to city planning remained academic. Third,

the mainframe computers were very difficult to use. The user has little control

of them, and he has to learn some difficult computer or programme languages to

interact with them. Often an operator is needed to translate the intent of the user

into the computer or programme codes. This adds to the frustration and cost.

Fourth, the computer technology changes very fast. Computer models become

outdated very rapidly as new models with more power and lower cost become

available. Many planning agencies held a'wait-and-see'attitude. Before they

were certain of sustained substantial returns in investing on a computer, they

would not adopt the technology. With the computer less used, the application of

computers in planning went on very slowly.

With the advent of micro-computers in the eighties, the 'computer revolution'of

this century moved into another phase. It was, however, too much to expect the

first generation of micro-computers to contribute to planning. They were simply

too low on power. The first micro-computers that came out to the market in the

early eighties carried only 128K in Random Access Memory3, and the storage4

The amount of Ramdom Access Memory (RAM) on the gomputer is a good indictor telling howbig a. rvork load the computer can computè a[ one time. rn" i"it. 
"i" "itrt"r 

i¡ç' o. '¡u1g,. 'ç,st¿ìnds lor ktlobyte, and'lvfB' stands megabyte.

The storage memory of a computer is_a different type of memory from rvhat we mentioncd
earlier, thó RAM. wherc Rlvi is totally for op"roíi'on of the momcnt and thercl'ore, istemporary, storage memory is, comparatively, permanent. The computer retrives information
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was totally dependent on the low capacity floppy disks. soon after the 12gK

machines were out, 256K, srzK, and later 640K with g0g6 microprocessor-s

appeared. [n 1989,80286 machines became the standard, with g03g6 machines

as the higherendmodels. In Spring of r991, g02g6 machines gives way to
80386-sx 16 MHz machines as the low-end model, and the high end is
dominated by a moder with a speed of computing that surprise computer users _

the 80486 45MHz moders. yet many surprises were interwoven with the
computer revolution of the eighties. what does this mean for planning?

computer technology is a tool so widery appricable that discussing micro_

computers and planning appears to be as indefinite a topic as ,,paper and human

civilization." Indefinite as the topic may sound, it is not meaningless. Indeed
there are books on the significance of paper on human civilization, and books on

computers and human thinking. To tackle these significant and yet illusive
topics, one possible approach is to undertake a case study. The case chosen,

however, cannot be triviar, and has to be significant enough to bring out the

theme of the study. In this thesis, the case chosen is a housing quantity

f::-:,gi:g"r."nd purs new informarion back ro it for fuf ure use. Memory "".riãã-uoppy drskettes, or in hard disks, rvhich can usually r,ol¿ ttuì¿-i"år ñ.', ,när" than rhe floppy
" The microprocessor of the computer,is the engine of a comprrter. There are, rn genral, four basickinds beinþ used in the lBlvi-oilÑ;;;;ä"bi" computerô. rhese a¡e s-ôse, sozse, 80386, andso+se' rle higher the mooel numúer -qìïätiiãu,-i"ro-processor, rhe rarer a procrucr ir is, andthe faster it computes ttt" ottu. ît 

" 
pt;-à"li äo"l .r , i.*!rrË., ärä'äil*r.r* rhe heirarcrrv .fmodets in the porductlrrr.:_.^ï"y31'i õn;;ä'bt rh;'r;Ëäi!'#:',ö;Jå1,,, the compurer uðcsllYjto" comþuters, of course, a¡e äot the only computers in the market, and therefore thesefrucroporcesso* *" 

1?llh:,-:nry-kinds that operate t.iouyt -t"ìà--;;;;ì"^. we choose rhistype only for illustration purpose.
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planning system with which new information is generated and decision-makins

is supported.

Gíven the distinct functions and versatility of, ¡nicro,com¡ruters, thís

thesis treats thern as a separate toor from maínf,name computers. rr¡ ou¡:

discussion of paradignns and rnicno-computers, this distinctior¡ ís vÍ.ta[,

for the 'tool', on the a¡rparatus, is an Ímportant notion in the paradigmic

notion Ín epistemology.

A N¡-EW PARAÐIGM

Thomas S. Kuhn reminds us that often what the tools determines the thinking.

In his bookThe structure of Scientffic Revolutio¡¿s, Kuhn proposes the concept

of paradigm as the overall determinant of scientific development.6 A paradigm

includes not only the dominant worldview of the day, but also physical details

such as laboratory apparatus. The im¡lHcation of his paradignreic notion to

the thesis is that a shift of ttrinking of what planning Ís when rnicro-

computers are more widely used in ptanning needs to be observed. Thís

concept is an impontant f,rarnework wÍthin which the explorations of the

role of, micro-computers take place, and is therefore to be deatrt with in

Chapter Two of, the thesis.

1.3

Kuhn, Thomas S. The structure of scientific revolutions, Chicago, University of Chicago press,
t970
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1.4 OUT[,XNE

This thesis proceeds according to the following outline. The second chapter is

divided into two parts: First, an account on the rise and fall of implementing the

micro-computer technology in the positivistic approach to planning is given.

After that, a new paradigm of planning with micro-computer as a tool is

introduced. In the third chapter, a particular system in which different areas of

computer usage can be integrated will be discussed. Chapter Four presents the

first component of this system, geographical information, and illustrates how a

map-based database can generate information for planning research activities.

chapter Five presents the second component of this particular system:

mathematical modeling, and its basic methodology. A hypothetical employment

level study is used to demonstrate how it takes information generated on the

map-based database, processes it, and exports results for the next stage of the

system to handle. The sixth chapter discusses computer simulation, its basic

concepts, and how it is to be implemented. This part of the system would take

the information sent out by the mathematical models of the previous stage and

simulates the housing demands of the community in a twenty-year period. This

technique would also be used to simulate housing supply, and combine the

demand and supply into a full housing simulation model. In the last chapter, a

conclusion is drawn to the study, and some directions are pointed out in which

further studies can be undertaken.
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Xt needs to be ernphasÍzed that although the thesis wor¡trd venture into

some technical elernents of, computer usagee it does not íntend to address

all the technical aspects of the n¡se of mÍcro-computers. Thene is no

intentíon in thÍs thesis to argue that the system adopted is better than

other possible systems fonned by other cornbinations of software and

handware. For the purpose of bringing out the main therne of the thesis,

the set of, software and hardware adopted ís only one possÍble form of

computer Ersage, and it is used to illusttate the fundamental angument:

that micno-computers is a distinct tool, and it may help to shape a new

paradÍgm of ¡rlanning, one that is diffenent from producÍng the rational

corn¡rrehensive planning.
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CE{APTER, T\ryO
TIIE MICR.O.COMPUTER. TECT{NOT,OGV ANÐ A FIEW PAR.ADXGM
F'OR. PLANNING

This chapter seeks to explore the meaning or implication that the micro-

computer technology could bring to the meaning and theory of planning. A

conceptual framework can perhaps be achieved through this discussion for the

later experiment to follow. In exploring the topic of this chapter the paradigmic

theory to knowledge outlined by Thomas S. Kuhn will be used as a guiding

principle in exploring the topic of this chapter. Two of the major views of

planning will be examined: Planning as an optimizational activity, and disjointed

incrementalism. One can argue that the computer technology is not delivering

anything new to the planning theory. This may be the case, but it may reinforce

one camp of thought and denies another. The paradigmic view of knowledge

does not require the tool to always offer a whole new set of thinking. Rather, it

proposes that dominant thinkings are often supported by the technology and

worldviews of the day. The invention of the telescope by Galileo is an often

cited example. The solar-centric view of the world was not invented by

observations of the telescope, but was confirmed after it was put forward by

copernicus almost one hundred years ago. First, the optimizational theory, an

attempt to seek for the absolute plan is discussed.
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J1 A PAR,{DTGM OF' TIM,,ABSOL{-T[E PN,.{N

It had been a common belief that science advanced through new discoveries of
truths. The truths were given, either by God (for the theists) or were embedded

in Nature (for the atheists). They were part of Hirrì/It, and were always valid.

The perception of scientific activities had been, then, to weed out the False, and

get closer to the Truth. It was then, a linear process with a purpose and a single

direction. The way of getting to The Truth, perceived by religion, was revelation,

and perceived by science, was logical positivism.

What influenced scientific thinkings also influenced other facets of human life,

such as planning. Like scientists pursuing The Truth, planners pursued rhe
Plan, the so-called master plan for the cities for which they work. They did not

seek for The Plan from revelation, but from knowledge gained through logical

positivistic studies.

Logical positivism, in revolt against romanticism, asserts rigid logical thinkings

in the earning of knowledge. A logical positivist would hesitate to come to any

concluding statement if the logical path from observations and assumptions to

conclusion is not clear and smooth. He is a sceptic of human intuition and

wisdom, and likes to ask what they are. He believes that if it is agreed that A is
identical to c, it fìrst has to be established A is identical to B, and c also is

identical to B. Typically, logical positivism is atomistic in its approach to

knowledge. It would not allow any statement about the forest if each sinsle tree
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in it is not examined. If only a sample of the trees can be observed, the

arguments to statements about the forest have to include assumptions on the

sampling method. Observations and assumptions, in the positivistic approach in

research, have to be necessary and sufficient to establish a concluding statement.

There are many problems to logical positivism, especially applied to human and

community affairs like planning. First, statements and observations themselves

almost are impossible to be established in the rigid positivistic way. For

establishing observations as innocent as'there are345 people in the community

who are at the age or over the age 65,' one has to argue frrst in a positivistic way

why age segregation is needed, and why segregating people in such and such a

way. Explanations offered for questions like this would only invite even more

questions, and more positivistic explanations are needed. The logical statement

list can go on and on without ending. One can take assumptions to avoid

unending arguments, but that also opens up a series of 'why' questions on the

values and grounds of assumptions. Second, given the reason mentioned above,

the positivistic approach to research never delivers conclusions that a positivist

would feel final and complete. That means, it can never be made certain what is

being missed. Third, in the discipline of epistemology, it is not clear how logical

positivism could lead to new knowledge. Given a positivist spends his efforts

almost exclusively in clearing up language and statements, how he can earn

knowledge outside the parameter of the known statements is not clear. If he is

solely a discoverer of knowledge buried in the things known, how he comes to
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recognize the signifîcance and meaning of knowledge that he digs out from the

jungle of known statements is to be explained. A typical positivist, then, is

forever condemned in the cocoon of words and statements.

J'' COMPUTER.,A.ND TT{E ABSOL{ITE PT,,AN

It does not require one to stretch imagination too much to find the possible

relationship between the computer technology and logical positivism. Logical

positivism demands logical and numeric calculations, and computers are good in

doing that. However, can the computer technology deliver the capability to carry

out a logical positivistic approach to planning? This is what needs to be

examined.

One manifestation of the positivistic approach to computer usage in planning is

perhaps in the idea of optimizing plans. To find the linkage between positivism

and plan optimization, the value of cost-efficiency needs to be examined. Cost-

efficiency as a value penetrates almost all aspects of urban life. This value is

maintained for economic reasons (to be competitive as a city), political reasons

(to avoid high taxes), and conservation reasons (to avoid waste). Given planning

as an optimum-seeking activity, quantification and calculations are the basic

mechanism to seek a good plan. Mathematical arguments are needed to

establish an optimal plan. To the author, mathematical argumentation is one

form of logical argumentations. Mathematical arguments, however, tend to be
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expressed in their own specialized language and symbolism. Logical arguments

also have their own symbolism, but they tend to be more verbally descriptive.

For example, mathematically it is stated that:

Given a=2,andb=7,andc=a.xb
/\ - l"l

Logically, it is stated that:

If the statements 'a is 4', 'b is 7', and 'c is the multiplication of a and b, are
lrlt /)

then'c is 14' is true.

To approach an optimized plan in terms of cost-effectiveness, then, mathematical

and positivistical methods are followed. All necessary and sufficient (relevant)

variables and arguments are brought in, and the computer is used to generate an

optimized plan. The question is: does it work? If it could, optimization can be

very useful in certain subsystems in the metropolitan region. For example, a

dynamic programming algorithm is used to fìnd the shortest paths in a transport

network, providing a capability that has become absolutely fundamental in

locational analysis. Other optimizing methods can simulate retail trade location

and housing choice, but various difficult problems always arise in their use and

interpretation.

The problems with logical positivism that is mentioned above also. as can be

expected, find their way into using computer to do optimization planning. The
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number of variables, assumptions, and possibilities/probabilities can easily

suffocate mainframe computers,let alone the micro-computers. The severity of

the problem can perhaps be illustrated by the "travelling salesman" problem.

This suspicion was finally crystallized through the definition by cook 7 of a

class of problems that he called "NP-complete." This discovery requires a brief

exploration.

NP-complete problems have an enorïnous number of possible solutions: for

example, there are more than 2,400,000,000,000,000,000 (2.48+1g) possible

sequences in which 2o city blocks can be redeveloped, one at a time. under

certain circumstances, the evaluation of such a very large number of possibilities

in a reasonable period of time requires a "nondeterministic Turing machine" (N),

a fictional device that has unlimited potential computing power. This is required

even through the evaluation of any one solution requires time that is only

"polynomial" (P) in the problem size - not unduly large. Any "Np" type of

problem is defined to be "NP-complete" if it corresponds exactly, in a sense well

specified by cook, with the logical problem of "satisfiability," which, as he

showed, demands an exhaustive enumeration of all possible alternatives for its

solution.

Experience and analysis have shown that most large planning problems are Np-

complete, and cannot be solved optimally in a reasonable period of time with any

7 Schlaifer, Robert., Probabitity and sîatistics for business decisions; t¿ tntroduction to
ntanagerial economics u¡tder uncertalnry. Nerv york, l\vlcGrarv-frtll, 1971, p.GI.
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foreseeably available computer power. The fundamental structure that leads to

these difficulties has vinually nothing to do with the ambition of the planners or

the supposed complexity of computer models. Even every simple problems

display this quality. It appears whenever a large number of decisions have to be

made, and the value of every decision is strongly affected by other decisions. In

economics, this difficulty leads to the defeat of automatic economic optimality

whenever there are externalities, indivisibilities, and decreasing cost industries -

but these are the precise characteristics of urban planning problems, so that

neither competitive economics nor computer optimizing can solve them.

The principal and ultimate objection to the use of standard optimizing methods

for city planning is that as a practical matter they cannot work.

2.3 A PAR,{ÐTGM F'OR. A REtr,ATI\TE, .AÐJITSTABI,E PT,^{N

God, the Nature, and Idealism served as parts of the paradigm for the absolute.

Rigid tools such as pens and paper served as other parts of the same paradigm.

The Twentieth Century offers a new thrust of thinking. The relativity concept

and quantum theory in physics find their way slowly but surely into the realm of

metaphysics, and have created a new worldview. In planning, they allow for

concepts like incrementalism, muddling-through theory, mixed-scanning, and

phenomenology. These concepts may not be direct descendants of relativity or

quantum physics, but the overall worldview or framework allow non-absolute
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thinkings to emerge, and thrive. Also, flexible tools like the micro-computers, as

part of this new paradigm, make thinkings about probabilities, alternatives and

simulations easier.

coMPuTER. ANÐ ,4, REr,{TnvÐ, AÐ"TUSTAET-E, PLAN

An embarrassing dilemma is presented to us in the previous discussion: in

professional planning activity, the planner wants to produce the best plan

possible, yet optimization is impossible. It then has to be concluded that, if

standard methods will not wofk, then surely there must be a way to proceed

without them. Indeed, the principal and ultimate solution to this diffîculty is the

use of an active and well-considered method of planning design - one that allows

the planner, with the assistance of the computer, to take advantage of the

knowledge gained through the study of optimization. The paradigmic theory

allows us to conceive the conceptual framework with what tools have promised

us. In the latter part of the thesis, such an attempt will be launched' The

housing simulation model as a finished planning tool, combined with computer

and modeling, system and simulation concepts is used. It can be discovered that

there is one planning theory that best serves as a theoretical framework for that

simulation model, and it is the disjointed incrementalism'

ì

I...
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Disjointed incrementalism is presented as the typical decision-making process

of pluralistic societies, as contrasted with the master planning of totalitarian

societies. Influenced by the free competition model of economics,

incrementalists reject the notion that policies can be guided in terms of central

institutions of a society expressing the collective "good." Policies, rather, are the

outcome of a give-and-take among numerous societal "partisans." The measure

of a good decision is the decision-makers'agreement about it. Poor decisions

are those which exclude actors capable of affecting the projected course of

action; decisions of this type tend to be blocked or modified later.

Partisan "mutual-adjustment" is held to provide for a measure of coordination of

decisions among a multiplicity of decision-makers and, in effect, to compensate

on the societal level for the inadequacies of the individual incremental decision-

maker and for the society's inability to make decisions effectively from one

centre. Incremental decision-makiog is claimed to be both a realistic account of

how the North American polity and other modern democracies decide and the

most effective approach to societal decision-making, i.e., both a descriptive and a

normative model.

Therefore, disjointed incrementalism seeks to adapt decision-making strategies

to the limited cognitive capacities of the decision-makers and to reduce the scope

ìi
i;

I
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and cost of information collection and computation. Charles E. Lindblom

outlined the strategy of "disjointed incrementalism" in six points:8

1. Rather than attempting a comprehensive survey and evaluation of all

alternatives the decision-maker focuses only on the policies which

differ incrementally from existing policies.

2. Only a relatively small number of policy alternatives are considered.

3. For each policy alternative, only a restricted number of "important"

consequences are evaluated.

4. The problem confronting the decision-maker is continually

redefined: Incrementalism allows for countless ends-means and

means-ends adjustments which, in effect, make the problem more

manageable.

5. Thus, there is no one decision or "right" solution but a "never-ending

series of attacks" on the issues at hand throush serial analvses and

evaluation.

6. As such, incremental decision-making is described as remedial,

geared more to the alleviation of present, concrete social

imperfections than to the promotion of future social goals.

The experimental housing policy simulation that is presented in the following

chapter of the thesis fits very well into this conceptual framework.

8 Lindblo*, Charles Edward, Politics and markets :

York: Basic Books. c1977
the world's political economic svstems. New
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Corresponding to Linblom's first and second points, the housing simulation

focuses only on three policies that'differ incrementally from existing policies':

new housing, restoring old housing, and tolerating units deteriorate. On the

third point, the'restricted number of "important" consequences'in the simulation

model are: the surplus or deficit of the housing units. on the fourth, the

housing problem simulated is continually redefined. It can be an excess surplus

problem, or a supply insufficiency problem. The means could be higher rates

on new housing, or higher rates on restoring downtown older stocks. With less

new housing as means, restoration becomes a goal. 'With less restoration, new

housing is then the goal. on the fìfth point, the housing simulation does not

attempt to offer a single answer to the housing problem. It allows the problem

to be tackled with different means and at different times. The means and the

timing, in turn, are to respond to the political forces of the day. Finally, on

Linblom's sixth point, since the housing simulation policies are to respond to the

housing needs of the day, they are not meant to lay out a twenty-year housing

plan, but to remedy the housing problem of the day.
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CI{APTER TI{REE
AN TNTEGRATEÐ PLANNINTG SYSTEM . AN APPLTC.A.TION T'O
HOIJSING

In this chapter, a particular system in which different areas of computer usage

can be integrated is discussed. A system approach, in the author's opinion, is

needed if these tasks are to be performed on the computer in an efficient and

integrated way. Before present one such system, it is pertinent to ask the

fundamental question: what is a system?

3.1 ÐEF'II\TTION OF .d SYSTEM

The term system is used in such a wide variety of ways that it is difficult to

produce a definition broad enough to cover the many uses and, at the same time,

concise enough to serve a useful purpose. A system is defined as an

aggregation or assemblage of objects joined in some regular interaction or inter-

dependence.e 'While this definition is broad enough to include static svstems.

Chorafas, D. N., Syslems and Simulatio,n, Nerv york: Academic press. Inc.. 1965.
Klir, George J., An Approach to General Syslenls Theory, Nerv York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co.. 1969.-
7-9r-sler, Bemard P., Theory of Modetling and simulation, New york: .Iohn wiley & sons, Inc.,
1976.
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the principal interest will be in dynamic systems where the interactions cause

changes over time. In the following, a particular system used in some planning

researches: housing demand and supply analysis is presented. This particular

system is chosen because of its simplicity that lends itself rather easily to be

modelled and applied in computer.

I¡{TEGR,A.TEÐ É{OUSTNG PT,ANNXNG SYSTtsM

The modeling system being presented consists of the following subsystems:

employment data from map-based database, employment level projection,

population projection, housing demand, housing supply, and policy

performance. The housing planning is taken in this thesis as one of the major

planning activities and can serve well to be an example for an integrated planning

system for computer implementation.

In brief, the system is composed of the following logic. The level and structure

of population are important factors in the need or ability to attract employment

and the requirements for housing. On the other hand, the growth of

employment opportunities may be the main cause of in-migration, or the lack of

employment may result in out-migration. Furtherrnore, lack of available housing

may act as a constraint on in-migration to fill vacant jobs, or new house building

may result in in-migration, either of these who work elsewhere or associated

with employment growth. These interlinkages have led to the development of
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integrated forecasting systems. In this context the integration refers to the use

of a set of common, compatible supply-and-demand assumptions for population,

housing and employment, with explicit consideration of their relationships. This

may be termed horizontal integration. There are, however, other aspects to

integration, methodologies for which are little developed. These arelû:

1. Vertical integration: to ensure the compatibility of forecasts for large areas

and long terms with those for smaller areas and shorter terms.

2. organizational integration - these are not based on techniques but on

ensuring that different arts ofan organization use consistent forecasts.

There is no standard method of horizontal integration of forecasts. Several

versions have been developed by particular local planning agencies to suit their

own needs. Attempts to move to a more standardized approach are not well

advanced. The thesis, however, will adopt the Gloucestershire method, which is

outlined in (Breheny and Roberts, 1978).1 1

Cockhead and lvfaters, 1984

Breheny and Roberts, 1978

l0

i

l

i

ll
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3.3 TF{E GLOUCESTER.SE{IRE METFIOÐI2

The Gloucestershire approach provides a basic integrated forecasting model

which examined the supply-demand relationships within and between

population, employment and housing. Activity levels are related through the

supply-demand relationships. Determination of actual levels cannot occur until

supply and demand are mutually adjusted. One activity level is held constant

and the others are adjusted to produce an equilibrium. [n reality, of course, there

is no starting point and so it is necessary to 'break in'to the loop and to identify

the prime mover activity from which to start. As such it is similar to the linear-

deductive approach.

The basic features of this model are:

1. The activity levels are determined by the relationships between supply and
demand.

The supply and demand factors are influenced by, and influence, the levels
of other activities.

The prime mover in the system is the one placing the strongest constraints
on the others - once found, other activities have to be made consistent.

The basic activities considered are employment, population, households and
housing.

The system produced has an equilibrium static approach. It does not model
the dynamic and possibly continual imbalance of reality.

It is not a model of the causal relationships between component modules, but
merely an accounting device to ensure compatibility.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Ibid.
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From the outset a distinction is made between outcomes over which policy could

exert control and those over which it could not. The procedure is in three stages:

1. Forecasts are made for individual activities without the constraining effects
of other activities. This represents the unconstrained potential for change.

2. Forecasts are made with the mutually constraining effects. This produces
the integrated forecast.

3. The effects of policy constraints on the integrated forecast are tested. These
can produce the basis for a forecast which combines planned and unplanned
changes.

From the basic structure shown in Appendix I more specific linkages can be

derived, which is constructed on the assumption that:

(a) Employment tends to be the prime mover which determines general demand
levels.

(b) Housing tends to be prime determinant of supply levels.

The steps taken are summarized in Appendix II and are as follows:

Forecast the unconstrained employment-labour demand.

Multiply employment-labour demand by the inverse participation rate
(persons per job). This produces a constrained forecast of resident
population. (It may be used to forecast migration.)

3. Apply headship rates to the population to produce a constrained housing
demand forecast (note this is not economic demand.)

1-3 above produce an initial set of demand-based forecasts.

4. Forecast the housing supply to establish unconstrained housing supply .

1.

2.
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6.

Compare housing supply and demand forecasts. If supply is greater than
demand, then theie arè no housing constraints and calculation stops.

If housing demand is greater than supply, assumptions concerning rates of
building new housinf units and reitôring the substandard units can be
adjusted to compensate.

The process is repeated until labour supply and demand match.

In reality adjustments are dynamic and an equilibrium may never be reached.

However, to produce a static equilibrium in the model, assumptions must be

made if supply and demand do not match, that is:

If and how marginal adjustments might occur to ensure equilibrium'

Which shoutd take primacy if demand and supply are incompatible even

after adjustments?

Answers are required when demand and supply for housing (Step 6) and for

labour (step 8) are compared. Only when adjustments have been made beyond a

level of tolerance does supply or demand have to take primacy and act as a

constraint. If supply exceeds demand no adjustments are necessary.

In this chapter a conceptual system along which an integrated micro-computer

tool can be designed is presented. The whole system, however, has to start with

some raw information. In this case, the first piece of information is the

employment levels of the town in the base years. The next chapter, explores the

'7.

(a)

(b)
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fundamental concept of a computer map-database, and explore the feasibility of

building such a database for cities on a micro-computer.
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CE{,A,PT'ER F'OUR,

^4. COMP{JTER. GEOGR,APEilC.{L IhIF'ORNYTATXOT{ SYSTEM

4.1 GEOGRAPI{ICAL TNFOR.M.4.TXON SYSTEM (GXS)

A geographical information system is a computer map-database for a

municipality or a region. While some GIS's are designed to handle one

particular subject, most GIS's are comprehensive database that include

information relating the physical and legal features of the municipality, such as

infrastructures (water, drainage, sewerage), environment (creeks, contours,

environmentally sensitive areas), transportation (classification of roads, lanes)

identity of land parcels (civic address, legal descriptions). Theoretically, human

and social information can be added to a comprehensive GIS as well, although

this would require a more powerful computer to operate. Given the right

software and hardware, a comprehensive GIS can make use of raw data stored in

them to provide new information. However, a GIS for an average-sized city with

these functions can easily overwhelmed the capacity of a micro-computer.

The main thrust of this thesis is to choose a certain computer usage to illustrate

the paradigmic theory of planning discussed in Chapter one. This particular

computer usage is confined in the realm of micro-computers, with micro-
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processor 486 machines typically marking its top power level. This range of

computer power is not arbitrally chosen, for micro-computers can be regarded as

possessing an identity different than main-computers, and can therefore be

regarded as a different tool than the mainframe computers in the paradigmic

theory. With the hardware chosen, it is therefore reasonable to avoid a full

discussion of a comprehensive GIS that designed to provide a wide range of

new information. Implementing such a system is beyond the capacity of our

tool, the micro-computers, and discussion on its technical aspects is beyond the

purpose and scope of this thesis.

In this thesis, a GIS takes on the limited function of displays of map-oriented

information on the micro-computers. Analysis of its raw information is handled

by other specialized software. A GIS, narrowly defined, provides the planners

with the capacity to map (or at least to locate within, say, blocks) land parcels

and to follow events in the development process. Thus it has multiple uses in

the management and control of urban affairs. It is essential to note not only that

all these administrative uses can be pursued quickly, efficiently, and accurately in

a computerized system, but also that the information can be organized and

displayed geographically, using charts and maps. A typical GIS will connect a

mapped representation of the city or other jurisdiction with a database consisting

of individual and aggregated observations about the land and the events and uses

located on it. The mapped representation of the city is a particular type of data

base in itself, and may in fact consist of many different maps dealing with
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different human activities, such as land ownership, population, economic activity,

and public safety, and with different natural characteristics, such as slope,

elevation, soil types, and so on. Changing a mapped representation in various

ways can affect the data base, and manipulation of the database can generate new

maps or mappable characteristics.

Many difficult technical problems arise in designing a GIS, particularly in

relating different databases through overlays and in locating points within areas.

Many planners are visually oriented, and the information most useful in

planning and administration involve spatial distributions and their

interrelationships, as defined in part by the coincidence, contiguity, and

propinquity of different activities, events, and conditions. Therefore the mapping

and display characteristics of a GIS, despite their costs, are of enormous

psychological and operational importance.

Given the limitation of the power that today's micro-computers have, it is not

quite possible yet, in the author's opinion, to build a full-scale map-database for

an average-size city on the micro-computer. Such a system would have to be

parcel-based, each parcel carrying lines, dimensions and orientations for the lot.

often a parcel does not correspond to a property, causing a new layer to be

drawn, and each property again has its demarcation lines, dimensions, and

orientation. Further, a full-scale system should have information not only above

ground, but also underground as well. This would mean the vertical elevation

profile of the land in terms of contour, soil type, depth of bedrock, etc.
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Underground information would also have to include infrastructure such as

sewage system, water, hydro lines, telephone lines, natural gas, etc. Each of this

information should have a layer of its own. A medium size city has thousands

of land parcels, and a good size city like Toronto and vancouver has tens of

thousands of these units. Is it realistic to have all the Toronto's information

outlined briefly here to be presented on a powerful micro-computer screen all at

once? Yes, perhnps, but it is going to be so slow that it renders operations on it
impossible. one can argue that if less layers are to be opened at any one time,

and only portions of the city are displayed, the load for the computer is lighter,

and therefore working on it and using it becomes easier. However, at the same

time, the extent to which this database is used is compromised. one cannot, for

example, cross reference easily the above ground features with the underground

features by a simple clicking. Given the present rimitation on the power of

micro-computers. The likelihood of seeing a full-scale information system for a

city on a micro-computer is rather remote.

THE PL,A.I{NER, ,dND TT{E MAP.BASED DAT,{BASE

Planners working for a municipality often find themselves in a position to co-

ordinate projects required by council. For example, if the municipality is under

pressure to make available more suburban lands to be developed for urban uses,

it is the planners that co-ordinate efforts from other municipal departments to

4.2
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arrive at a desirable plan. Planners, therefore, often have a comprehensive view

of the municipality that engineers, surveyors or by-law building inspectors do

not process. It is, therefore, appropriate to have planners to be the co-ordinator

in establishing a computer system as comprehensive as the geographical

information system This is not to say, however, that the planners should be

expected to build the system technically, for the technical matters are best to be

left handled by technicians with computer and survey training. In order to serve

effectively as co-ordinators in a GIS project, planners should be well-informed

about the theories, fundamental concepts, issues, and limitations of geographical

information systems.

In some broader definitions of GIS, the map-database itself is programmed with

modeling functions to generate new information. In this thesis, however, the

GIS is defined as an electronic map-based database that keeps the raw data, or at

the most some basic compilation of data. New information functions, in this

thesis, are attributed to other specialized types of software, examples of which

will be given in the following chapters.

The next chapter examines the concepts of mathematical modeling. The way to

use software programmes like MathcAD to project employment levels for the

future is illustrated.
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CFTAPTER. FT\TE
M,{TI{EMATICAI, MODEI,ING [F{ PT,ANhITNG

with the GIS as the source for raw data, the next phase of the system would be

a way to generate new information. New information can be collected or

generated basically in two ways: intuition and logic. Since computer functions

on Iogic, not intuition, and modelling is an essential way to express logical

relationships between entities of information. This chapter will discuss

mathematical modeling. Modelling and its functions will be defined. More

specifically, the Shift-and-Share Analysis model of employment forecast will be

presented, with an explanation of how this modeling method, computed with the

software program MathcAD, can generate new employment level information.

However, some basic concepts in mathematical modeling, such as the term

'model.'would have to be clarified.

WT{AT TS A MOÐEL?5.r

A model is simply away of representing realify in which

relationships are expressed, either physically or in the

real-world objects and

abstract, in some way
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relevant to their characteristics.13 Their value lies in improving understanding

of reality where it is not possible to construct an experiment in the real world.

Physical models can be created by replicating the original at a different scale, for

example an architectural model of a proposed development, or by analogy, for

example a map or plan. By contrast, abstract models represent the relevant

characteristics of the original in a language, which might be expressed verbally

using words and syntax or mathematically using symbols and equations.

Mathematical models lend themselves to easy manipulation by avoiding many of

the problems of the other variants, such as the ambiguity that often characterizes

verbal conceptual models or the inflexibility of the physical model. This

facilitates their use in the making of forecasts. But perhaps, most important of

all, they provide the opportunity for computation.

Almost all operational urban models rely on a computer for their effective use.

This is simply because models of the urban system (or parts of it) are likely to

be fairly complex, and require large amounts of repetitive calculation. The main

characteristic of computers is that they are capable of performing calculations at

high speed and with high degrees of accuracy. It therefore seems sensible to

utilize this capacity as a tool in the construction of urban models.

Essentially, therefore, computers represent a means of making models

operational, especially where the model is a large and complex one. Older

l3 
Hester, J. (1?79)^. systems Moders of (Jrban Growtrt and Deveropment. rJrbansystems
l-âboratorv. M.I.T. '
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computer technology, however, required the mathematical formulation of the

model to be re-expressed, first as an algorithm and then as a computer program.

Now, with the advent of powerful microcomputers and mathematical software,

mathematical formulation simply needs to be typed in or drawn on the screen.

Results of the formulation would then be displayed either in numbers or with

graphs. The ability to execute the calculation process and to program the

computer is no longer a pre-requisite to build and test mathematical models.

What is still to be needed is the knowledge of what the substance of modeling

is: namely the concepts of the formulation, and the understanding of the

mathematical language to express these concepts.

An urban region is a highly complex system of interconnected activities which,

for ease of understanding, can be divided into subsystems. when building a

planning model it is necessary to try to understand and describe the mechanisms

which govern the behaviour of a given subsystem, and then translate what is

often a verbal description into the language of mathematics. But the real-world

subsystems are themselves very complex, so in order to make models workable.

they are going to be considerably simplified representations of our phenomenon

of interest. Nevertheless, if properly constructed, they can provide a good

structure for problem solving and evaluating planning policies generally.
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t't EMPT,OYMENT MODELXNG

The following discussion is largery based on Krueckeberg, D.A. and Silvers,

A.L.'s work.la In their view, an appreciation and understanding of local

economic activity provides an essential underpinning to much of the planner,s

work. For example, employment opportunities influence population levels,

mainly through migration and, therefore, impact on housing requirements.

Planners have an interest in three broad aspects of economic activity: local

economic prospects and the consequent scale and character of development;

personal incomes and the effect on demand for services such as shopping; and

requirements for land, buildings and infrastructure. There are various

approaches to the analysis of such activity, most having been developed within

the field of regional science. One of these approaches is the Shift-and-Share

Analysis method.

Shift-and-share analysis is a relatively uncomplicated technique that attempts to

identify some of the factors that underlie the differences in the growth and hence

employment performance of different regions or local areas. In recognizing that

different areas will grow at different rates, the approach simply asks why this

should be the case.

t* 
l"y"1 Krueckeberg, D.A. and Silve¡s, 

^.L. 
(rg74),,,Regional Income and Employment

Analysis", chapter 12 in urban planning Analysis: Methods and vfodels, John wiley, Nerv
York.
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5.2.2 TT{E COMPETXTN\¡E ^ÀND INDUSTRY.MXX EF'F'ECTS

There are two main reasons why a region or local area may grow at a slower or

faster rate than the national average. First, different areas possess different

attractions to and conditions for industrial development and hence it would be

expected that there would be different growth rates in similar industries. The

second component recognizes that, within particular areas, the mix of industries

might be strong weighted towards the slow or fast growth type - for example,

areas within high concentrations of industries with a strong propensity to grow

would be expected to grow faster than other areas within the national or macro-

regional space economy. Clearly, it would be very useful if planners could

isolate these two effects, known as the competitive effects and the industry-mix

effect, from the national growth trend, and to identify and quantify the extent to

which each is responsible for a given study area's growth performance. This

procedure of separating the total shift into its two major components is the shift-

and-share analysis.

5.2.3 THE STITF"I-AND-SX{ARE METHOD (REF. A.PPENÐIX Ð

The actual operationalization of the technique is based, as suggested above, on a

comparison of the growth performance of a given local area or region with the

expected growth in a larger area (macro-region or nation) of which the studv
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area is just one of many. National or macro-regional and study area data _

measured either in terms of output, value-added, or employment - are thus

required for two periods in order to proceed with estimation as follows.

Assume that employment data is being used and that Ei¡ru is the level of
employment in sector i and in region or local area j at time /. If there aÍe m

industries and / regions or local areas, the regional or local area employment

change in each industry is then

(1)

where change in employment between time period s t and t + n.
the number of years between the two þeriods.

I

AE^ = ) ouu

(2)

AE- =E¡1t*n¡ - Eu,o

aEu

n

At the national or macro-regional scale, employment change in each industry,
ÀE,*, i.

While national or macro-regional employment change

(3)

national or macro-

(Ær / E*r,l )E,.¡t,r.

ml
aE*-!T¡e,

'' Z.J LJ IJ

i=i j_l

Now if it is assumed

regional rate, then

that all regions or local areas grow at the

the industry's hypothetical growth is
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Subtracting this from the growth that actually occurred, ÀEu

obtained that can be called the industry's total shift, S¡¡, 
that is

s¡, : ÀEu i ¡¡' l--lË[1'*.,

= the net shift in industry i and in region.i of the / region space

There is now a need to determine the magnitude of the major forces contributing

to this net shift. As stated earlier, the first component is a competitive effect

commonly known as the differential shift, and measures the study area,s

locational advantages. If this is defined 
", 

D,, 
. ,h"r,

o'=l*-ffi]"*,

As can be seen, the size of the different shift depends on the difference between

the industry's regional and local area growth rate and its national or macro-

regional growth rate. It measure the extent to which forces operating on

industry at the regional revel (e.g. labour suppry advantages) contributed to the

magnitude of the net total shift. It is possible, therefore, for equation (5) to be

either positive or negative, the former indicating that the study area has a

competitive advantage, the latter otherwise.

a measure ls

(4)

where

economy.

(5)
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The second component of the total net shift focuses on industry composition

and measures the effect of the study area's industry mix. This is commonly

known as the proportionality shift and, if this is defined 
". 

Pu 
, ,h"n

P¡: | ÂE,* np- l-
l"*, - e* i'u"' (6)

The size of the proportionality shift depends on the difference between the total

national growth rate and the industry's national growth rate. It therefore

measures the extent to which forces operating on the industry at the national

level (e.g. changes in national demand patterns) contributed to the magnitude of

the total net shift. If the proportionality shift is positive, it means that the study

area has a favourable industry-mix biassed towards rapid growth industries.

That the differential shift and the proportionality shift together equal the total

shift is easily verified by simply adding them, thar is:

D" +Pu : i* - ffi]""" . f*- *]u-"
f Æ,¡ aEn, l-: 
t% 

- 4.1'u"'
f le*'l
lt".,l

_ nF,rj _

_ Sij
(7)
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The approach as described above, which is illustrated schematically in Appendix

II, can be adapted for predictive purposes by assuming that regional shifts

remain constant and incorporating a differential growth rate - this is so called

constant shift method. Beginning with equation (5) which expresses D,¡ in

terms of differential rates of growth it is possible to proceed as follows:

Given:

",,:f*-#]*,

4gi
Eu,,

This gives the differential growth rate that industry i experienced in study area.j,

i.e. it is the difference between industry i 's recent study area and national or

macro-regional growth rates. Equation (6) may be written fo. ^Eu u,

^Ej:i*.*]"-,,

(5)

then

D,j :
Eu,o

- 
AE,"

E,*(,)
(8)

(e)

Equation (4) is the projection equation under the constant shift assumption. As

can be seen, the national growth-rate term has been relocated to the same side as

the differential growth-rate term, and the technique therefore takes account of the

possibility that regional shares may shift and that such changes may be
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important. For example, if it is found from hypothetica! historic data, say the

last five years, that the study area's manufacturing sector had a growth rate that

exceeded the national (or macro-regional) growth rate for manufacturing by

2.3vo and, assuming that there is a five-year national (or macro-regional) growth

rate projection for manufacturing of Z.7vo, then the study area's recent

differential growth rate is added to the national/macro-regional growth rate

projection to obtain the projected study area growth rate, i.e., z.3vo + 2.'lvo =

5Vo.This result can now be applied to the study area's current manufacturing

output, value added or employment levels (depending on which units being

worked in) to obtain our five-year growth projection.
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5.3 EMPI,OYMENT MODEI, WXTT{ MATE{CAÐ

MathCAD on the Macintosh is very easy to use.15 Besides the standard user-

friendly features like the pull-down menus, cut and paste, mouse dragging, etc.,

its basic environment is as simple as a scratchpad. w'hen the window (work

area) is displayed on the screen, variables and equations can be typed on the

window quite freely. To enter a definition or an equation, simply click and type.

Mathematics is a logically sequential exercise. Therefore, MathcAD has to

work according to some sequence. It calculates from top down. Therefore,

variables at the bottom should have been assigned values in the above lines. The

mathematical language used by MathCAD is almost identical to that expressed

by pens and paper. Models often are comprised of many submodels and

components of equations. Working with these models often would mean pages

of tedious step-by-step calculations. With an electronic scratchpad like

MathcAD, the variables are first defined, then the full model is fyped in, and the

results come out instantly. The results can also be presented in graphical format,

either as line graph, or bar graph, or scatter plot, etc.

The employment model with MathcAD is included in the file 'Employment

Model' of Disk rwo of the thesis. To open the file, the programme MathcAD

version 2.06 or higher, and a Macintosh computer equipped with a hard disk and

with RAM at least lMB is needed. The details about how MathCAD is used are

15 MathCAD, MathSoft, Inc. Massachusetts, U.S.A.. 19g9.
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not included in this thesis. The manual of the program should be relied on for
that purpose. The layout of the model in the file, however, warrants some

description.

The rnodel is about fhe ernployrnemt nevel changes in a hy¡rothetícal
regional-econornic area called Stone. There are two cities in Stone: Stoney

Mountain and Stonewall. The goal of the model is to find out given the present

performances of Stonewall's industries in the region, and assuming the trend of
economic development holds for a number of years, what are the employment

levels of the city in the next twenty years. The base years are 19g1 and 19g6.

The employment information of the base years, 1981 and 19g6, for Stonwall is

presumably imported from the map-database of Stonwall. The first part of the

model, then, is to import this information from a file called 'stonewall

Employment'that conlains this downloaded information. A READ command is

used to accomplish the task. The Stoney Mountain's data could also be

imported the same way from a map-database for the city. In this moder,

hypothetical data for Stoney Mountain is typed in.

The second part of the model is to calculate the employment level changes for
individual industries in both cities. These changes are then summed up to

produce the total employment level change between the years 1g31 and 19g6 for

the whole macro-economic region. with this information obtained, the

differential shift of the employment revel of stonwall can be calcurated.
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Assuming a constant shift over a number of years, stonewall,s employment

levels for twenty years from the base year lffì1 is produced. The results would

then all be written into a file called 'fromMath.'This information is used in a
housing demand simulation, a topic discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
COMP[rf, ER. S[M[IX,.4.T[OIq

The last chapter discusses how mathematical modeling can be done with the

micro-computer. The purpose of mathematical modeling in a computer pranning

system is simply to process raw information to information needed. The raw

information imported is presumed to be real, and therefore information
generated is also presumed to be real assuming all things being equal. chapter

Five moves beyond simple information processing to policy simulation. policv

simulation is a process to 'visualize'different scenarios.

ÐEFTNITION OF SXMT]LATTON

In general usage, simulation is defined as an act or process that gives the

appearance or effect of some part of reality.re Maiselhas suggested that the

purpose of simulation is "to attain the essence without the reality.,' Such

definitions are too broad. A more operational definition is given by Naylr et al.:

"simulation is a numerical technique for conducting experiments on a computer,

l6
þrbert Maisel, sinuilation.of Di.screte stocllasric systents. Toronto: Science ResearchAssociates, lnc., 1972, p.l I I "

6.X
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which involves certain types of mathematical and logical models that describe the

behavior of a business or economic system (or some component thereof) over

extended periods of time."17 Except for the restriction to business or economic

systems and the specification of "extended" periods of time, it is a good working

definition for our purposes.

Mathematical modeling and simulation are similar to the extent that simulation

sometimes use mathematical argumentations, such as addition, subtraction,

multiplication and so on' However, mathematical modeling and simulation are

different in many ways. First, whereas the purpose of mathematical modeling is

to take in real data and to produce the required information, simulation modeling

is to test out different hypothetical scenarios. second, as implied in the first
point, the input data for mathematical modeling is real, whereas that for
simulation modeling is hypothetical, and often is expressed in a range of values.

Third, rnathematical modeling in this thesis is totaltry expressed in
rnathematical language. Fon simulation rnodeling, arthough
mathematics is part of it, the basic components are blocks and lines that
express logical relationshíps. Lastly, whereas a mathematical model is an

expression of a theory, a simulation model is an expression of a process _ a

process ofhow events interact.

I/
Pid4-N4ichael , contpuler simulaÍion in managemenî science. chichester ; Nerv york : 

.wiley,
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6.2 ,ADVANTAGES OF' TrTE STMUL.{TION METX{OÐS

The major advantage of a simulation is that it permits study of the real system

without actual modification of that system in any way. For many real systems,

major experimentation involves very high risks. changes of policy in housing

planning, for example, may read to very desirable results, or they may lead to

catastrophe. How is the planner to know which changes can be attempted? He

can look to past experience; he can call upon expert opinion; he can implement

changes on a limited basis. All of these things have been and will continue to be

done. But if the system is simulated on a computer, the results of various

modifications can be observed in the simulation without modifying the real

system in any way. Alternative modifications can be tried and their
consequences studied in a systematic and controlled way. of course, other

kinds of models also can be used to make predictions about the behavior of real

systems. But for complex systems of the kinds relating to planning, the

simulation on a computer is unequalled in its ability to provide realistic models

of system behavior at a reasonabre investment of time and monev.

simulation has other advantages. As a process is studied in preparation for a

simulation, previously unrecognized relationships or deficiencies often are

revealed. These discoveries may lead to immediate alternations and
improvements in the process. Simulations also have many uses as training tools,

and a number of simulations have been developed for this specific purpose.
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Finally, computer simulations permit the study of a broad range of problems and

the asking of complex questions. The computer can manipulate elaborate

descriptive and mathematical models that consider a great number of factors.

provide for complex interrelationships, and deal simultaneously with a large

number of individual units.

6.3 PRINCTPLES USED IN SXMTIT,,{TTON

It is not possible to provide rules by which simulation models are built. but a

number of guiding principles can be stated. They do not describe distinct steps

carried out in building a model. They describe different viewpoints from which
to judge the information to be included in the moder. The next section

introduces the software program "Extend,,, which is designed to allow these

principles to be implemented.

The Manual fon Extend has a futrl explanation of rrow the ¡rnognam
works, and what the blocks are. The following is a brief description of
the basÍc coûrponents of the program. The Manuar, howeven, should be
reHed o¡r fon details. First, the description of the system shourd be organized

in a series of graphical symbols called blocks.t I

18 Extend - Performance Nzfodeting for Decision support, Imagine That, Inc., san Jose. cA.
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Diagram 1. Blocks as functional components used in Extend.

The aim in constructing the blocks is to simplify the specification of the

interactions within the system. Each block describes a partof the system that

depends upon a few, preferably one, input variabres and results in a few output

variables. The system as a whore can then be described in terms of the

interconnections between the brocks. correspondingry, the system can be

represented graphically as a simple block diagram.

Diagram 2. A block diasram.
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second, the moder should onry include those aspects of the system that are

relevant to the study objectives. while irrelevant information in the model may
not do any harm, it should be excluded because it increases the complexity of
the model and causes more work in solving in the model.

Third, the information

accuracy and integrity.

purpose.

gathered for the model should have a high level of

V/ithout true information, simulations would serve no

Fourth, a further factor to be considered is the extent to which the number of
individual entities can be grouped together into larger entities. It is sometimes

important, for exampre, to know the housing adequacy and availability for
individual income groups. For some more generar studies, however, total fìgures
on these aspects of housing would suffice.

SUBSYSTEM

In chapter Three, a simple definition of a system as a set of interacting objects
was discussed' The objects might be considered the basic entities of the system,

but, usually, the description of a system can be made at many revers of detail. It
is customary to describe a system as consisting of interacting subsystems. Any
subsystem might, itself, be considered a system consisting of subsystems at a

6.4
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still lower level of detail, and so on. A system study must begin by deciding on

the level of subsystem detail to be used.le

The block-building principre, mentioned earlier in this chapter, helps organize a
system description by isolating subsystems and identifying their inputs and

outputs' Each subsystem at a given level of detail is described as a block, giving
relationships between the inputs and outputs. The relationships should be such

that they are sufficient to determine the outputs from the inputs when the
subsystem stands by itself; that is to say, there should be no need to use an

endogenous variable (i.e., external factors that bear impact to the model) within
the block. The term "black box," borrowed from the engineering field, is often
used to describe an element of this nature which gives an output in response to
an input without any need, or ability, to know how the transformation is made.

Each subsystem has its own inputs and outputs and, standing by itself, its
response can be derived from the relationship that defines the subsystem. The
interactions that occur in a system arise from the fact that the outputs of some

subsystems become the inputs of others: they become endogenous variables of
the system.

In the same way that a system breaks down into subsystems, so also a model of
a system breaks into submodels. v/hen describing systems in terms of blocks.
the term block, subsystem, or submodel tend to used interchangeabry, as will

l9 Mih,u,', G. Arthur, "The Modefling process," IEEE Trans. system. Man cybern.,vol. sN,IC-2,no. 5 (1972). 6Zt_629.
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occur in the subsequent discussion. In fact, when concentrating on a particular
part of a system or its moder, the prefix ,,sub,,, is often dropped and tark about a
part of a system or moder as being, itself, a system or model. The context
should make it quite clear what is intended.

P_X_Tgr!p_ (pr,E.A,SE REF]ÐR TO ^{ppENÐ[X [n F,tR,ILI,USTR,A.TXON)

Simulation modeling, rong the domain of mainframe computers, has gradualry
filtered down to the personal computer arena, with improved resurts. Extend, a

dynamic model generator from Imagine That!, uses graphic representations of
the building blocks of systems as well as graphic output. That is a far cry from
traditional mainframe programming ranguage input and taburar output.

Time- or frequency-dependent models can be used to simulate the behaviour of
almost any system, such as manufacturing processes, inventory and cost control
procedures or hospital patient flows. Results of such simulations can validate
ideas, maximize performance or cost ratios, and diagnose potentiar design
problems.

Models created in Extend consist of interconnected blocks representing basic
system functions. The connections, which may be murtiple and complex,
represent inputs and outputs to the blocks. Each building brock is driven by its
inputs to produce its outputs. Extend models operate in an object_oriented

6.5
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fashion: Each block "does its thing" as the model is run, receiving ,,signars,,

from other blocks at its inputs and transmitting ,,signals,, to other blocks via its
outputs.

To avoid complex web-like paths on

also terminate in a name, which can

source for an input path. In addition

system messages are generated to

simulation.

the model sheet, output signal paths may

then appear elsewhere on the sheet as the

to user-specified signals between blocks,

inform each block of the state of the

There are three revels of Extend use. The first consists of taking an existing
model and varying its parameters for system tuning or analysis. The second
involves assembling a model from Extend's extensive ribrary of suppried blocks.
Finally, the user can buird brocks from scratch, using Extend,s c_rike MODL
language.

Two windows are used in brock construction. one is for designing the block,s
parameter dialog box, while the second is used to design the block,s structure.
including its icons, variables, help text and equations.

when the user clicks on a model brock, a diarog window opens to permit
parameter definition. These block dialogs are customized during design of the
block and can include edit fierds, push buttons, radio buttons and check boxes.
Dialog windows can also perform calculations, handle tables, and take parameter

and text input.
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A variety of output blocks are available, including graphs and tables. Differenr
colors or line characteristics may be selected for each variable to be displayed in
a graph' A table of numerical values of the variables is also provided, and when
the user moves the cursor to any point on the graph, such as a minimum or
maximum, the values at that point are shown.

More than one "case" may be run during a particular moder session. Cases
appear as separate pages that can be flipped through. Graph axes can be
changed, and plots can be expanded and compressed for additional viewing
flexibility.

The MODL simuration is a c-like structured object-oriented ranguage. using
MODL, block designs specify what to do with input signars and what to provide
at outputs. These scripts are embedded in 1r message handrers, such as oN
simulate. on Dialogopen and on checkData, give the moder its object_
oriented, asynchronous power.

The handler on oK is particularry powerful; it can be used to produce
calculations or actions within a dialog window itself, independent of running the
simulation' For example, the supplied lease/purchase simulation includes a

button that produces an amortization table.
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The MODL ranguage includes and extensive set of error messages, operator and
control statements, and more than 150 built-in math and statistics functions.
User-defined functions can also be created.

A powerful and highly user-friendly library system keeps track of the extensive
collection of pre-defined blocks suppried by Imagine That! with Extend, as welr
as user-defined brocks. Block definitions are stored in the ribrary system and
transparently invoked by the work sheet on opening.

Extend includes a crear tutorial that uses as exampres moders of a remonade
stand and a home heating system. The manuar is weil-or ganized,and on_line
help is provided' Technical support for registered users is a toll call, but a free
quarterly newsletter is provided.

constructing and editing moders in Extend is easy with editing features for
scripts, and good display and printing options are availabre. Extend can import
and export data via the cripboard or tab-delimited text files. The powerfur brock
management library with automatic searching is very convenient for generating
and maintaining systems of models. Moders may be simulated in the
background under MurtiFinder, a very convenient feature for rarger, more time_
consuming models.

Despite its ease of use, Extend is not for beginners.

requires ca¡eful thinking and analysis of the system

Simulation model building

to be modeled. Modelins is
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usually a subject for advanced undergraduate engineering and management
science courses. It shourd arso, in the writer,s opinion, be integrated into the city
planning course. The following parts of this chapter would present a housing
planning simulation moder. Before going to the actuar setup on the computer,
discussion of the concepts behind housing modering is in order.

F{OUSING PI,ANI\IT}IG MOÐEL

The Housing Policy Simulation Moder included in this thesis is composed of
three major parts: Housing Demand moder, Housing Suppry model, and a policy
simulation to test the performances of different housing policies. This
simulation can onry be taken as a prototype. In applying it to a real housing
policy studies, it has to be adapted to specific local environment at that time.

6.6.1 E{OUSING DEMAND

The simulation starts with importing data from the fire ,fromMath.,This 
task is

handled by a File Input Block on the extreme left side of the demand section of
the simulation. (As indicated before, Extend models work from left to right) The
Employment level projection is then divided by the work force participation rate
of the population to generate a population forecast of the same duration of time.
(In this case, from 19g1 to 2001) The forecast population is then divided bv the

6.6
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average household size to produce the number of househords in the city. The
results are processed by a conversion Function Brock to ensure them being
integers, not real numbers. The numbers of household for different years are
used as indications of how many housing units are needed, assuming one unit
per household. This housing demand information then is to be compared with
the housing suppry information, which is controiled by some policy inputs.
(See next paragraph) Arso, the annual change of the housing demand is
produced to be displayed on the graph for reference.

Jobs, Peopìe

2417
2285.5
1lç?Ë.

2021.9
1890.2
r/)ö5
tÕ26.8
r 495. I

Households

77.5

r565.4
1231.7

r 100 85
l98l

(

870.5
774

484 5
388
291 .5

t95

Diagram 3' An output from the housing suppry and demand model.
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6.6.2 FTOUSTI\GS{IPPX,Y

The supply side of the simuration starts with a System variabre Block.

Diagram 4. A system variable block

The System variable Block tells the simulation to prompt the user to enter rates
for three housing planning poricies: Building new housing units, restoring some
substandard units, and ailowing some housing units to go substandard. In the
first step of the simuration, the number of units of the beginning year, 19g1, is
manually'fed'into the simulation. This is accomprished by a Fire Input Block
connected to a Select Input Block, which in turn is controred by a mechanism
telling the simulation to get information from the 19g1 pre-set data in the
beginning of the simulation. After the first step, however, the numbers of
housing units available are produced by the murtiprication process between the
previous year's housing units and the three poricy rates. The first two poricy
results (new units built and substandard units restored) are added up together,
and the third policy result (units gone substandard) is subtracted. Each annual
result is turned into an integer, and is compared with the same year,s housing
demand figure for understanding policy performance, and is ,rooped,back 

into
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the multiplication part of housing suppry to generate the next year,s policy
results.
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6.6.3 HOUSING POT,TCY SWTULATIOT{

The housing policy performance is a comparison of housing suppry and
demand year after year during the simulation period. The performance is rargely
observations drawn from the line graphs generated by the plotter, I/o Block.
The lines displayed are interporated, i.e., they are adjusted to show not onry true
results of specific years in the simulation, but also estimated data between the
beginnings of two adjacent years. Therefore, the rines are smoothed out, rather
than stepped and liaggy.'

The X-axis of the graph displays the years. (prease refer to Diagram 3) There
are two Y-axis. The one on the right disprays values in the unit of households.
The one on the left displays values in the unit of housing units. There are three
lines shown on the graph, and therefore three ,stories,are tord. First, there is the
first line from the bottom dispraying the annuar changes of household numbers
in the city. This line uses the second y-axis on the right for reference on its
values. The second rine from the bottom indicates the housing units surprus. If
the Iine is flat on the varue 0, it means there is no housing surprus during that
period of time. If the rine is above 0 varue, there is surprus. The surplus is
increasing if the rine goes up, and, of course, the surplus is decreasing if the rine
goes down. The same thing can be said about the thicker rine, which indicates
the housing unit deficit.
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The rates that the user enters into the beginning part of the simulation control
the results shown on the graph. The faster new housing units are to be built and
old units restored, the easier are surpluses to identify. However, this is rather
self-evident. what is important here is the capability to answer the ,by how
much' and 'if questions. By how much, for exampre, a surplus wourd be
experienced in the real estate market in the year l996if housing units to be built
at the rate of 2vo, old units to be restored at the rate of rvo, andif old housing
units are allowed to become substandard at the rate of 0.5vo,and keep these
policies from now ail the way tilr then? Three different rates for new housing,
three different rates for restoring are considered, and three different rates for
tolerating old units becoming substandard, there are twenty-seven different
scenarios. The duration of time in concern in this moder is twenty years, or 240
months- That means, for different combinations of housing policy, &go (24o x
27) results arc available for all the months in the period. with simulation model
like this one, it is possible to estimate in a reriable way what the impact of new
housing policies have on the existing housing suppry and demand situation.

The housing increase/decrease rates do not have to be entered alr at once, nor do
that have to be entered once only. Different rates of the poricies to go into the
simulation can be scheduled. what needs to be done is some minor a_djustment
on the Prompt Blocks.
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The rates chosen for dÍffenent scenaníos should be hased on polícies of
the day. PoricÍes, however, are detenmined not just hy n¡¡mbers and
f,acts, but atrso by values and poriticax ahoice. vatrues and ¡rotítical
choice are not included in the simuxation discr¡sed in this thesis. This
omission is intentÍonar, for although some may argue ffirat these aspects

of decision making can be indexed frorn r to r0 to represent their
signÍfücance, and thereby processed by the si¡nr¡tration, modexÍng vatrues

and political choice is nevertheress an illusive undertaking, and does not
carry strong convincing power. computers, then, in this thesis, is
limíted to the rore of facts, dissections and anarysis of f,acts. The raw
information as well as processed infonmation are then served to the
planners, who in turn would rnake theÍr recornmendation to councitr on
the basis of Ínformation f,rorn a rarger planning process that includes
simulation results as one of the inputs. There is no atternpts i¡l this
thesis, therefore, to present the computers as a pranning machine.

This chapter completes the exploration of a particular case of the use of micro-
computers in planning. This case shows how different software and functions
of the computer can generate new information, new knowredge, and decision_

making support for housing demand and supply analysis. This chosen case by

no means exemplifies all that planners do. It, for example, does not extend to
the realm of land use planning regarding attributing different densities to
different parts of the town or city. It certainly is silent on the urban desisns and
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development management and by-law enforcement. Alr these are important
aspects of city planning. what this thesis so far has illustrated, however, is how
new information is generated in one particurar case. The process described,
taken conceptually, can be applied to other processes where new information and

new knowledge are required. This is one of the most important processes in
planning, and, as what the previous chapters have presented, the computer is
impacting this process in a very significant way.

.
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CHAPTER SE\rEI{
CONCI,USION

This thesis is to illustrate the use of micro-computers in planning with a
particular case of information generation system: housing demand and supply.
Specific soffware is used for such an exercise. while this particular case cannot

be extrapolated to represent all that planners do, it is nevertheless a significant
aspect of planning that causes us to reflect on the impact of computer
technology on planning in its practice and theorv.

As presented above, nevv ínformatÍon can be generated fnorn naw data
through a mathematical and sirnuratÍon modering structure. once it is
set up' the required new information can be generated very quÍckty.
This vensatitíty enhances the testing of different scenarios, and an ad hoc
planning process. one point that needs to be emphasized is that new
inforrnatÍon is still inf,ormation. rt is rneant to make a process
intelligent, and not meant to reprace the process itself. ïn pranning,
processes to corr¡e to conclusions in reports to council are complicated.
They Ínvolve uruch more than raw data or processed i¡lf,ormation.
Fubtric participation, for exampre, is an important erernent in the
planning process' and yet it ofiten produces conflicting infonnation. Á.

,,
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cornmunity may state that they need industries in thein area to provide
emplo¡nnent base, and yet they do not want any Índustry to be located
close to their resídence. whÍte hr¡mans resort to a poriticar ¡rrocess to
resolve contradictions, cornputers would usualry flash ER.ROR. messages

on the sctreene and stop to co-operaûe fi¡rther. xn msing cornputens,
therefone, the ¡llanner srrourd puú the information, however
sophisticately produced, Ínto perspective, and shourd not expect any
simulation to cornmand hirn what to do next.

The impact of computers on plaming under the theoretical framework laid out in
the paradigmic theory of knowledge has now been presented: that when the
things in possession change, human thinking changes as well. It is not a matter
of right or wrong with the previous or present thinkings; instead the worldview
and the technology of the day often instil new approaches to probrems, and thus

new theories are formed. It can be extended by saying that the same thing
happens to planning when micro-computers are adopted. The technorogy makes

it possible for planning to deviate from the positivistic, absolute mentality. It
makes implementing more relative concepts like incrementalism, or
phenomenological planning possible. The housing policy simulation modeling
is a good example of how this happens.

Micro-computers are providing more and more support to incrementar and

intuitive processes as they are made easier and easier to use. The housing model
discussed above, for example, can readily provide new information under any

d
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given scenarios. Beyond information generation, given different software, the
technology can allow urban designers to visualize concepts in a three_

dimensional way at ease, and alrow deveropment contror planners to organize
and manage application processes in a nonlinear fashion. Intuitively, they can
relate different categories of information at different levels of a database
according to how human minds function. The fast growing ,,hyper_media,,

technology' when fully deveroped and adopted by pranners, would impact
planning process in a significant way. computer technorogy, then, is impacting
planning practice in many ways. It is the author,s opinion that the common
theme that these different aspects of computer usage share is that incremental
and intuitive approaches to various pranning tasks are strengthened. The new
paradigm, then, is one that cerebrates pranners as a person, not part of a logical
mechanism.
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^A.ppendlx I: Employment Forecast for Stone
Source: Krueckeberg, D.A. and Silvers, A.L. (Lg74),
"Regronal Income and Employment Analysir;,Ctíiter l2 in
Urban planning Analysis: trlótno¿s an¿ Møeis, Jo^hn
Wiley, New yõrk.

'ozuGJN- = I' specifies that the index of the first erement in
arraYs ts l.
The variable "i" is a Izmge variable.
ORfcfN=1 Í := 1 ..3 t := 1 ..5

ESnvlBase : Emoloymen-t figlres in Stonewall by industry and by year. The columns stand forindustry; the rows s-tand forih" y"á.iixì ;ã t's,i;ä:-e!¡J 
g¡

EStmtBase : Emoloyment figures in StoneyÀ4ouqtqi¡-by industry and by year. The columns srandfor industry; the iows stand íor th" y;; lg8l and 19g6.

BStwlBase 3= EStmtBase

ÂEStwlBase : Employment level change between the years lg8l and 19{36 in Stonewall.
AEStmtBase : Employment level change berween the years 19{31 and 19{36 in Stoney Mountain.

:= EStwlBase - BStwIBase
2rí lri

ENtlBase : the employment levels of macro-economic region that is comprised of Stonewall andStoney Mountain 
-

- for the base years 1ff31 to 19g6.
Á'ENtlBase : Employment level change between the years 1g3l and 19t36 in the whole region.
ENtIBase := EStr¿lBase + EStEtBase

åtrxtlgase := åEstwlBase + åEstntBase

ÞEI{tl : the employment level change in this macro-economic region.

ãágxtlsase = 155

^Stwl86' 
: the differential shift of the employment level of Stonewall in the macro-economic resion.

ågstwlBase ågNtlgase
iiDStwIS6' 3=

i
- EStwIBase

EStwlBase ENtlBase
Ll
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1986 FORECAST

FStwlS6'- the projected employment increase for the year l99l in Stonewall.

fårrttaaseliFStwl_86' 3= l_ ¡-
i lruttaaseL 2,í

Estwlgl' - the projected employment level for Stonewall for the year
1991.

EStwI9l' := EStwIBase * FStr¡1g6,
i2,ii

ENtlgl': the total employment level in the region for the year
t99t.

ENtIgl' := EStwIgl' + Estmtgl'

D^ENtlgl' : the employment level change between l99l and
1986.

teNtlgt' := ENtIgl' - ENtlBase
J.'í

Fstwlgl' : the employment level forecast for Stonewall from the year l99l and for the year 1996.

fårntrsr'- DSrw186' I
FStwrel' 3=I t+ il-=".*rrr

i lEurrel'. Esrw191'. I i
LTiJ

ESt¡¡I96' := FStw191' * EStwlgl'
ENt196' := ESts¡Igl ' + Estutgl'
åstwlge' := EStwIg6' - EStwIgl'
åsNtlge' := ENtlg6' - ENtlgt.'



Fstwl96' : the employment level forecast for Stonewall from the year 1996 and for the year 2001.

1996 F'ORECAST

FStgrl96' 3=

EStwl2OOl

8Nt12001

åstwteoot

årutrzoor

J-

DStw186'.1
r.l

+ 

-i-Estvrl96'

EStw196'. I i
rJ

:= FStw196' * EStwlg6'

:= EStw196' + Estmtg6'

:= EStr¡120O1 - ESùwI96'

:= ENtl2OOl - ENtl96'

PInd :=

The forecast employment levels by industry for Stonewall is then written to a texüile named"fromMath"-
The information on "fromMath" would in turn be processed by models created with Extend.

TTLStwlSl := ftStwl8l'
TILStwlB6 := FçStwIg6'

ITLStwIgl := &stw1gl'
IrLStwIg6 := Fnstwl96'

TTLStwl2oOl := F.nStwI2OOl

EStwIBase
L,L

EStwlBase
2rL

EStwI9l'
1

EStw196'
1

EStwI2OOl
1

EStwIBase
L12

EStwIBase
212

EStwI9l'
2

EStw196'
2

EStwl2OO1
2

EStwIBase
1r3

EStwlBase
213

EStw191'
3

EStwI96'
3

EStwI2OOl
3

TTtStwl
f rrr,stwtat
I rrr.stwtae
I rrr.stwrsr
I TTLstw196
lTTLStwl2OOl

¡IRITEPR¡¡(fronlr{ath) := IILStwI
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